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Information, knowledge
and development 

The World Bank’s 1998 World Development Report
focused on ‘Knowledge for Development’. The Report was
published in part to stimulate a wider debate on the role
of knowledge in development. This article consists of
extracts from a Panos perspective paper, published in
October 1998, in response to the Report and as a
contribution to that debate. The extracts here, by James
Deane, Nigel Cross and Kunda Dixit, expand on
some of the points in the previous article.

The role of knowledge 
James Deane
... In increasingly pluralist societies, the strength of society is
dependent on a minimum level of information being available
to citizens and a minimum capacity of those citizens to make
sense of the information they receive and to use it. The
economic role of information cannot be entirely divorced from
the political role of information – democracies and free
markets require a certain minimum level of access to
information if they are to be stable, sustainable and successful. 

Knowledge is the sense that people make of information.
Knowledge in society is not objective or static, but is ever-
changing and infused with the values and realities faced by
those who have it. In the context of economics and society,
knowledge – even the kind of technical knowledge focused on
by the World Development Report – very rarely has the
precision of, say, a scientist’s understanding of how penicillin
kills bacteria. 

Meaning is not something that is delivered to people, it is
made by them. It is insufficient in increasingly pluralistic
societies for knowledge-related decisions to remain the
preserve of a small band of elite knowledge workers. If
knowledge is to be effectively employed to help people, it
needs to be interpreted and evaluated by those it is designed to
help. That requires people to have access to information on
the issues that affect their lives, and the capacity to make their
own contributions to policy-making processes. 

Patterns of access to information have changed in the last
decade with dramatic improvements in some areas and new
information gaps opening up in others. The 1998 World
Development Report highlights many ways in which
information is transmitted and made available within
countries, between countries and to broader publics.
Nevertheless it does not deal with the rapidly changing nature
of the information environments in which governments,
institutions and ordinary people make their economic, social
and political decisions, particularly as new information gaps
threaten to further marginalise the poor. 

Nor does it fully recognise the political nature of
knowledge. Understanding the context in which knowledge

moves – factors of control, selection,
purpose, power, and capacity – is
essential for understanding how
societies can become better able to
learn, generate and act on knowledge. 

For societies the world over, making sense of information
depends on their ability to debate and discuss it. Good policy
making depends not simply on the delivery of pre-packaged
knowledge, but on the capacity of societies and publics to
debate the information and choices that they face.

A babel of banks? A view from Europe 
Nigel Cross
Encyclopaedia salesmen used to make a living selling
enormously expensive multi-volume encyclopaedias which
would tell you everything you needed to know about
everything. Then came the equally expensive but smaller CD
ROM. Now there is the Internet. And suddenly knowledge
seems increasingly accessible – at least for those who are
already connected. 

According to the World Bank, after several millennia of
human intellectual endeavour, we have come of age. The Bank
has started to call itself the ‘knowledge bank’ as if it were the
Encyclopaedia Britannica and the Yellow Pages rolled into
one. It is the proud possessor of ‘an unparalleled reservoir of
knowledge... accumulated over the past 50 years in more than
100 countries.’ And the good news is that, thanks to the
Internet, it can finally share this reservoir with the rest of us. 

But what does this actually mean for resolving age-old
inequalities, for alleviating poverty, for bringing us closer to
the promised land of renewable energy, full employment and
rising living standards? And are we any the wiser? 

The Bank argues that knowledge is capital which can be
invested in development through new information and
communication technologies (ICTs) – most obviously the
Internet and also new digital networks and mobile and satellite
telephony. It recognises there are tremendous challenges for
poor countries and that for poor and marginalised
communities the information gap could turn into an
information chasm. But the opportunities for knowledge
capital to make spectacular development profits are greater
than ever before. And the Bank will manage this knowledge
on our behalf and ensure it results in widespread benefits and
the establishment of a new golden knowledge standard. 

For example, the Bank has set up ‘knowledge
infrastructure’ networks which contain best practice case
studies, lessons learned and analysis. Want to know how to
design a state of the art revolving credit scheme for women-
headed households in Djibouti? Click here. No more
frustrating telephone calls or faxes to the little NGO you think
ran a similar project in Tunisia. It is all at your fingertips in
seconds. 

While there are real gains to be made in this brave new
world of knowledge management, and there is a genuine
desire to make knowledge work on behalf of the poorest, there
are also real conundrums. 
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To start with, the World Bank and other knowledge brokers
imply that there is a knowledge standard. Like the
encyclopaedists of old, a fact is a fact, best practice is best
practice – not just a point on the way to better understanding.
There is a danger that with the ICTs comes a new hierarchy of
knowledge. If you are on, or in, one of the World Bank’s
knowledge networks you exist – indeed there is proof of your
existence. But of course a huge amount of knowledge won’t
be there, particularly the knowledge that is outside the
technocratic and scientific community – indigenous
knowledge, local language knowledge, private knowledge, not
to mention knowledge which is too valuable or sensitive for
the possessor to share. 

And there is a failure to distinguish between the
information on the data base and the intellectual effort that is
needed to turn it into knowledge. The knowledge networks are
managed by individuals who have to take the vast amount of
information they promote largely on trust. These network
‘anchors’ are not alchemists; they cannot so easily turn raw
information into golden knowledge and they cannot evaluate
the information on behalf of those whose lives the knowledge
is designed to benefit. 

Of course the beauty of such networks is that they are very
public and can be very interactive, enabling those with the
resources to endorse or challenge or supplement existing
information. But just as it is difficult for the Polish or Malian
film-maker to win international distribution let alone a
Hollywood Oscar, so it is difficult for the uninvited to
contribute to the mainstream websites, and of course
impossible for the unconnected – and from the development
perspective it is often this unconnected knowledge that is the
most valuable and productive. 

Then there is the problem of authority. Are we to assume
because something is labelled ‘knowledge’ and appears on a
blue-chip website, that it is the unvarnished truth, an absolute
given? 

Take the controversial issue of genetically modified crops.
The commercial developers of GMCs have their own
sophisticated public relations system which produces
apparently objective facts mixed with humanitarian rhetoric.
They are challenged by environmental and campaigning
groups who also claim to employ an objective standard of
knowledge. Research scientists add their own tested but
incomplete evidence, with the result that we, the public, are
thoroughly confused. We are unlikely to gain much further
enlightenment by consulting a World Bank knowledge
network. 

Our best bet for making sense of all this competing
information is to subject it to intense and sustained public
debate. Only if the competing positions and the often
contradictory evidence are publicly debated in print and on
TV and radio and in social and political gatherings, will we be
able to arrive at some kind of consensus about what to do with
these different sets of knowledge, and endorse an agenda for
action. 

What we need in the new ‘knowledge society’ is diversity; a
multitude of knowledge brokers, a Babel of banks. Where
ICTs can make a real difference is in providing access to these
different and competitive data banks (which is all the so-called
‘knowledge banks’ can claim to be), which in turn enables all
of us, through the media and civil society fora, to engage in
well-informed, constructive and democratic debate.

Information and power 
James Deane
New information and communication technologies have
generally decentralised the capacity to communicate.
Globalisation is facilitating a counter trend – a growing
concentration in the ownership of the media and
communications industries. 

In broadcasting, film and the press, ‘international
conglomerates are emerging with the purpose of controlling
not only the transmission system (manufacturing, network,
cable, satellite etc.) but also the programmes they convey,’
according to UNESCO’s 1997 World Communications Report.
An increasing spate of mergers and acquisitions over recent
years has seen the emergence of a handful of ‘world
companies’ who now dominate global media markets...

A similar and linked concentration of ownership is
occurring in the telecommunications sector. The proposed
alliance between two of the biggest telecom companies in the
world – British Telecom and AT&T – is just the largest
symptom of the growth of these huge companies. Nor is this
trend isolated from the media. MCI, which has been taken
over by WorldCom, had a significant share in Rupert
Murdoch’s News International for example. The advertising
industry globally is going through a similar process of
concentration and restructuring. 

We appear to be moving towards a situation where a huge
proportion of the information and communications industry –
media (broadcast and print), film, telecommunications and
advertising – is owned by a handful of global conglomerates.
The power of such conglomerates is obvious, but their cultural
influence is less clear cut. Many argue that they are
responsible for a global dumbing down, a ‘McDonaldisation’
of programming with Kenyan and Indonesian audiences being
served by the same media diet of Jurassic Park, Oprah
Winfrey and the Clinton sex fiasco. Others believe that the
professional standards and dynamic competition introduced by
the likes of STAR TV in Asia have reinvigorated staid
national media. 

And such concentration may not matter – it may be
balanced by the limited, but nevertheless very real increase in
people-to-people communication facilitated by new
information technologies. 

However, if knowledge is central to development, if it is
accepted that that knowledge needs to go beyond the province
of the governments and experts, then it matters who controls
the information that people receive. In development terms it
matters if, for example, a formula milk company can so
dominate the information media as to boost its product at the
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expense of infant health. It matters in democratic terms, if
people have no access to information that is not politically
biased, or if all information is dominated by the interests of
one commercial or political grouping. And it matters in policy
terms, for if publics cannot react to and feed in their own
views into policy debates, bad policy is likely to result. It
matters if those who identify the key problems facing society
and the solutions to those problems are part of a narrow band
of political and economic interests and knowledge brokers. 

The World Development Report stresses the importance of
regulation, but hardly refers to the role of the regulation of the
information industries themselves, especially in relation to
media. In an age of media globalisation, increasing
digitisation of media and increased commercial competition,
regulatory agencies face huge challenges, but the importance
of guaranteeing a minimum level of news and ‘hard’
information is growing. Good quality public debate within
society requires a minimum level of access to information and
viewpoints on the issues facing society. Diversity and
pluralism of media within society is essential not only to
healthy societies but also, ultimately, to healthy economies. 

Knowledge is a double edged sword: a view
from South Asia 
Kunda Dixit
The scriptures were right: ‘Knowledge is a sword, and wisdom
is a shield.’ Perhaps nowhere is the raw power of knowledge
as relevant today as it is for the two-thirds of the world’s
people who live in the countries of the South...

The challenge is to get the information to where it is
needed as cheaply as possible. Only when information helps
people communicate, participate and allows them and their
rulers to make informed choices does that information
become knowledge. 

As new technologies make it possible to move more
information faster than ever before, we are dazzled by the
millions of gigabytes that move across the world in
nanoseconds. We are infatuated by bandwidth, by digital
television and gadgets and gizmos. Yet we hardly question the
quality of the information: what is it that we are
communicating? Is it relevant? Will it make the world a better
place? And does all this information add up to knowledge? 

South Asia, home to a fifth of the world’s population, is
today within the footprint of at least 50 broadcast satellites. In
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh alone there are more than 70
million households with television sets, adding up to a total
viewership of 300 million. By 2007, there will be 550 million
television viewers in these countries. Half of them will be
hooked up to cable – able to watch the 350 channels that will
be available by then. 

Advances in information technology are supposed to shrink
distances, but they don’t necessarily bring people together.
Better communications through satellite may give people a
wider array of programming to choose from, but it does not
guarantee greater tolerance to diversity. In the short term,
better communications appear to highlight differences between
peoples. 

In India and Pakistan, people tune in to each other’s television,
but what Indians watch on Pakistani TV and what Pakistanis
watch on Indian TV today has deepened hatreds, making it
more difficult to spread the word about peace in a newly
nuclear region...

Knowledge may be a sword, but it is double-edged. The
delivery mechanisms for knowledge are today in the hands of
fewer and fewer people. Globally, media ownership reflects
the supranational ownership patterns of other world-wide
businesses. More and more of the message propagates a
global consumer monoculture that generates waste,
perpetuates economic disparities and is environmentally
disastrous. 

It also leaves more and more poor people out of the
knowledge loop. They have lost the knowledge they had, and
what has replaced it is neither relevant nor useful. 

In a lot of ways, it is just like the loss of genetic diversity.
High-yield hybrid seeds have replaced a rich variety of local
cereals across the world, improving harvests but also making
the crops more susceptible to disease and dependent on costly
inputs of agrochemicals. Globalisation of media subliminally
spreads information that eats into traditional knowledge bases
and indigenous processes that are best equipped to deal with
local conditions. 

New information technologies offer a chance for South
Asia to leapfrog technology, level the playing field and
democratise information so to usher in an era where better
communications will spread useful knowledge. But going by
past examples, the chances of this happening appear slim: the
poor will be the last to use the technologies, or benefit from
them. 

History teaches that technology by itself is never the
answer. The corporate values that drive the Information Age
are the very values that drove the Industrial Age. Things will
be no different with the Internet or satellite television: it all
depends on who gets to use these technologies and who gets
to control them.

� James Deane is Director of Programmes for the
Panos Institute; Nigel Cross is Director in London;
Kunda Dixit is Director of Panos, South Asia, based in
Kathmandu.

We are grateful to the Panos Institute for permission to
reprint these extracts. The complete text of this paper is
available at: http://www.oneworld.org/panos/

Panos works to facilitate both North-South and South-
South dialogue. Their aim is to stimulate debate by
providing carefully researched, accessible, balanced
information on neglected or poorly understood topics in
the fields of environment, reproductive health and
population, HIV/AIDS, poverty, gender, human rights and
communications. 


